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Finding Online UofC LLM Theses

Make sure you are in the Graduate Studies Community

To get all the LLM theses without SEDV, type in either search box: “thesis.degree.name:llm”
Environmental impact assessment in Nunavut: meeting Inuit needs

Mascher, Sharon Lorene (1994)
The Nunavut Agreement includes development impact provisions to assess and monitor the impact of projects within the Nunavut Settlement Area. These provisions were included within the Agreement to provide Inuit with an ...

Returning wildlife management to local control in the Northwest Territories

Donihee, John (2002)

have adopted this characterization of the sources of aboriginal law since 1982 from: Julie Ramona Jai, Negotiated vs. Judge-Made Aboriginal Law: Bridging the Two Solitudes (LL.M. Thesis, University of Toronto, September 2000) [unpublished...

-1930 (LL.M. Thesis, University of Alberta, Spring 2000) [unpublished] at 149. 16 Crown's game management goals. The harvesting rights and activities protected by the treaties were rooted in the indigenous system of harvesting and management which...
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The mission of the Faculty of Graduate Studies is to foster excellence, creativity, and innovation in graduate education and research at the University of Calgary.

As part of a vibrant and growing research-intensive institution, the Faculty of Graduate Studies is committed to training the next generation of scholars, practitioners and professionals, and encouraging the dissemination of research and innovation within the Calgary community and providing a fulfilling educational experience.

Collections In this community

- Legacy Theses
- The Vault: Electronic Theses and Dissertations

Recent Submissions

- Molecular characterization of cis-prenyltransferase complexes in guayule (Parthenium argentatum)
  Lakusta, Adam (Science, University of Calgary, 2017-12-17)
  Natural Rubber (NR) is a biopolymer with an irreplaceable role in the fields of medicine, manufacturing, and transport. Despite its necessity, the Brazilian Rubber Tree (Hevea brasiliensis) remains virtually the sole source ...

- Quantifying the Impact of Seismic Lines on Methane Release In a Treed Bog Ecosystem using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
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Fluker, Shaun [2]
Flynn, Andrew N. [1]
Flynn, Brian J. [2]
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The Alberta energy and utilities board: ecological integrity and the law
Fluker, Shaun (Graduate Studies, Law, Calgary, 2003)

Legal Impact of Sustainability Pledges on the Fiduciary Duties of Corporate Directors
Bone, Jeffrey (University of Calgary, Graduate Studies, Law, 2012-09-24)
There has been a long standing assumption that directors are required to consider only the interests of shareholders as part of the best interest of the corporation. My research suggests this assumption does not accord ...

Responsive Regulation of Off Highway Vehicle Use on Crown Land in Alberta Headwaters
Surtees, Jeffrey David (Law, Graduate Studies, University of Calgary, 2018-11-05)
Headwater areas are ecologically important and can be negatively impacted by off highway vehicle use, yet harmful noncompliance with existing regulation occurs. This thesis considers whether compliance with Alberta law ...
Theses prior to 2012 may not be available electronically.
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2018/2019 Important Dates

- **Sept. 4, 2018**: First day of Fall classes and 1L orientation
- **Sept. 21, 2018**: Fee payment deadline for Fall term
- **Dec. 7, 2018**: Last day of Fall classes
- **Dec. 10, 2018**: First day of exams for Fall classes
- **Jan. 7, 2019**: Winter block courses start

Download the 2018/2019 important dates for students

Course Timetables and Exam Schedules

Visit UCalgary Law's SharePoint site to access the most up-to-date course timetables and exam schedules. (requires login)

To log in to SharePoint, use your IT username (typically your email address before @ucalgary.ca) and password. If you experience issues, please contact amabel@ucalgary.ca.
The Canadian Energy Law Foundation Graduate Scholarship in Law
View requirements »

Trudeau Foundation Graduate Scholarships
View requirements »

Canadian Bar Association Viscount Bennett Fellowship
View requirements »

John Ballem Q.C. LL.D. Post-Graduate Fellowship in Energy Law
View requirements »

The Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation Scholarship Program
View requirements »

The Law Society of Alberta Viscount Bennett Scholarship
View requirements »

Canadian Institute of Resources Law Post-Graduate Fellowship
View requirements »
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Molecular characterization of cis-prenyltransferase complexes in guayule (Parthenium argentatum)
Lakusta, Adam (Science, University of Calgary, 2017-12-17)
Natural Rubber (NR) is a biopolymer with an irreplaceable role in the fields of medicine, manufacturing, and transport. Despite its necessity, the Brazilian Rubber Tree (Hevea brasiliensis) remains virtually the sole source ...

Quantifying the Impact of Selsmic Lines on Methane Release In a Treed Bog Ecosystem using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
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Conservation Offset Policy for Alberta: A Comparative Legal Analysis

Poulton, David William (University of Calgary, Law, Graduate Studies, 2014-09-23)

The Province of Alberta has expressed an interest in conservation offsets as a new policy tool to promote land stewardship. The tool is enabled by provisions of the Alberta Land Stewardship Act. This thesis explores what ...
Conservation Offset Policy for Alberta: A Comparative Legal Analysis

Abstract
The Province of Alberta has expressed an interest in conservation offsets as a new policy tool to promote land stewardship. The tool is enabled by provisions of the Alberta Land Stewardship Act. This thesis explores what Alberta must do in order to develop and implement an effective and credible conservation offset mechanism. It reviews the concept of conservation offsets and some of the key issues inherent to it. Focussing primarily on legal and regulatory aspects, it reviews the experience of conservation offset regimes for wetlands in the United States and for native vegetation in the State of Victoria, Australia. Drawing lessons from each of these case studies, it considers Alberta's policy position and makes recommendations for bringing an Alberta conservation offset system to fruition.
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| dc.description.abstract     | The Province of Alberta has expressed an interest in conservation offsets as a new policy tool to promote land stewardship. The tool is enabled by provisions of the Alberta Land Stewardship Act. This thesis explores what Alberta must do in order to develop and implement an effective and credible conservation offset mechanism. It reviews the concept of conservation offsets and some of the key issues inherent to it. Focussing primarily on legal and regulatory aspects, it reviews the experience of conservation offset regimes for wetlands in the United States and for native vegetation in the State of Victoria, Australia. Drawing lessons from each of these case studies, it considers Alberta’s policy position and makes recommendations for bringing an Alberta conservation offset system to fruition. |
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Conservation Offset Policy for Alberta:
A Comparative Legal Analysis

by

David William Poulton

A THESIS
SUBMITTED TO THE FACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES
IN PARTIAL FULFILMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
DEGREE OF MASTER OF LAWS
Q. How do I build advanced searches in PRISM?

The Basic Search and Advanced Search features in PRISM are powered by Apache's Lucene text search engine. View full documentation on Apache Lucene - Query Parser Syntax or check out some of the quick tricks and tips below.

Complex queries can be carried out with the syntax provided by Lucene's text search engine. These queries can be set in the first (top) search box, like this:

**Search**

- The drop-down menu allows you to search **All of PRISM**.
- Use the format: 
  ```
  type:thesis AND title:law
  ```

Click Go to execute the search.

**Phrase searching**

Double quotes must surround phrases or words within the phrase will be treated as separate search terms in full text. This means the query below would return results from full text, unless the search was set in a specific field, such as the title or abstract.

**Example:** if you wanted to search for the phrase decision tree then it should appear as follows.

"decision tree"

**Search within a specific field**

You can search within a specific field by designating the Dublin core metadata field you would like to search, followed by a semi-colon and then the search string.

**Example:** To search for the phrase decision tree in the title field you would input:

`title:"decision tree"`

Updated search instructions available at https://libanswers.ucalgary.ca/faq/199682
Instructions for Advanced Searches in PRISM

Updated search instructions available at https://libanswers.ucalgary.ca/faq/199682

Search for a specific author:
To search for a name in the author field, input:
Example: author:smith OR author:"smith, john" OR author:"smith, john a"

Search for a specific advisor:
To search for a name in the advisor field, input:
Example: dc.contributor.advisor:smith

Using a wildcard
A single character wildcard is denoted by ? while a multiple character wildcard is denoted by *.
(Don’t use this feature with double quotes, or it will treat your wildcard search as an exact phrase, that is, as a word containing ? or *).
Example: A single character wildcard search to retrieve woman, women in full text:
wom?n
Example: A multiple character wildcard search, to retrieve secure, security in the title field:
title:secur*

Fuzzy search
A fuzzy search works only with single terms and is appropriate when you want to cast a broad net and is denoted by “~”. This may be a useful if you are searching for an acronym but are unsure about its exact spelling and usage.
Example: A fuzzy search:
nsp~
You can specify how fuzzy the search should be by adding a value from 0 (more fuzzy) to 1 (less fuzzy). The default is 0.5
Example: nsp~0.1

Proximity search
A proximity search allows terms to be searched for on the condition that each word specified is within a certain number of words away from the other(s). A proximity search is denoted with a “~” at the end of a set of words in double quotes, and a value that indicates the maximum numbers of words that separate the terms.
Example: To search for “decision” and “tree” within the same sentence you could input:
Instructions for Advanced Searches in PRISM

Updated search instructions available at https://libanswers.ucalgary.ca/faq/199682

Boosting a search term
If you are performing a multiple term search, you can increase the weight of a term's relevance to the search by using the ^ symbol and a boost factor.

Example: "decision tree" ^5

Boolean operators
Boolean operators can add logical structures to searches. Available operators include AND, +, OR, NOT, and -.
Operators must be in upper case: AND, NOT, OR

Example:
decision AND tree ...will return documents that contain both terms in full text.
decision +tree ...will return documents that contain both decision and tree in full text.
decision OR tree ...will return documents that contain decision or tree, in full text
decision NOT tree ...will return documents that contain decision but not tree.
decision -tree ...will also return documents that contain decision but not tree.
title:decision AND title:tree ...will return documents that contain decision and tree, with both terms in the title field.

Grouping
Logical structures can be grouped together by using parentheses.

Example:
"decision tree" AND ("University of Calgary" OR UCalgary)

Date ranges
Find a span of documents published during a period of time. DateIssued is the publish date.

Example:
dateIssued:[1986 TO 1990]
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Finding Print Theses

1. **Dissertation**
   - Title: The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board: Ecological integrity and the law
   - Author: Fluker, Shaun. Bankes, Nigel (advisor)
   - Publisher: ProQuest Dissertations Publishing 2004
   - ProQuest Dissertations and Theses
   - Full text available

2. **Book**
   - Title: The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board: Ecological integrity and the law
   - Author: Fluker, Shaun
   - Institution: University of Calgary, Faculty of Law, 2004
   - Available at Law Library Special Collections (AC1.T484 2004 F55) and other locations

3. **Book**
   - Title: The Alberta energy and utilities board: Ecological integrity and the law
   - Author: Fluker, Shaun. Bankes, Nigel
   - Institution: University of Calgary; University of Calgary; Bankes, Nigel
   - Open Access
   - Full text available

4. **Book**
   - Title: The Alberta energy and utilities board: Ecological integrity and the law
   - Author: Fluker, Shaun. Bankes, Nigel
   - Institution: University of Calgary
   - Online access
The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board: ecological integrity and the law
Shaun Fluker
Thesis (LL.M.)--University of Calgary, Faculty of Law, 2004.

Available at Law Library, Special Collections (AC1.T484 2004 F55) and other locations

REQUEST OPTIONS: Request

Law Library > Special Collections > AC1.T484 2004 F55
(1 copy, 1 available, 0 requests)

Law Library > Main collection > AC1.T484 2004 F55
(1 copy, 1 available, 0 requests)
To find theses, you need to know:

- When it was written
  - Older may be print only and in archives
  - Copyright legislation can govern electronic availability
- The degree-granting institution/school

The Faculty of Graduate Studies changed processes in June 2012

- Earlier theses may be in the institutional repository (PRISM) or ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (at least the metadata will be available)

Like legal research generally, there is not one place to find all theses.
Materials from the Law 703 library sessions are in the Graduate Law Guide at [http://library.ucalgary.ca/guides/LLM](http://library.ucalgary.ca/guides/LLM)

For reference, the following topics were covered in the Fall:

- Commentary Overview class
  - Library search box
  - Library catalogue
  - ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (full database)
- Commentary Search Tips class
  - Google Scholar
  - WorldCat
- Foreign Law class
  - Center for Research Libraries (CRL)

Bennett Jones Law Library Reference staff can help

- 10:00 a.m. — 4:00 p.m., business days
- 403-220-7274 or [lawlib@ucalgary.ca](mailto:lawlib@ucalgary.ca)